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Yulu is app-based bicycle rental platform. The user can

locate nearby available bicycles on the app, scan the QR

code on the bicycle to unlock it, and ride. Users are

required to park the vehicle in designated zones to end the

rental period. It also offers long-term rental services.

USD 82 M Series B Magna International & Bajaj Auto Limited

Dot PE is provider of software suite solutions for e-

commerce businesses. The company provides software with

features like customer management, catalog management,

order management, website management, shipping &

logistics, marketing, payment management, and more. The

platform also allows the customer to order via WhatsApp

and other social media.

USD 55 M Undisclosed Temask & Pay U Fintech Investment

Nobel hygiene is a personal hygiene manufacturer. Nobel

hygiene is a market leader in manufacturing adult diapers

with an estimated market share of 40 per cent and sells the

product under its brand friends. It also produces and sells

baby diapers, a segment which has seen greater than 40 per

cent growth over the past few years, according to the

company statement.

USD 17 M Series c Sixth Sense Ventures

Sigmoid is provider of a platform offering decision support

software. It solves business problems by helping them make

informed decisions using a blend of data analytics and

information mining technologies. It has two products SPORK

which is pig on spark and sigview an exploratory analytics

platform.

USD 12 M Series B Sequoia Capital India



Rephrase is an AI-based video creation platform which

creates videos from text. Features include A/B testing

videos which allow running different versions of the same

video, generate personalized videos, create educational

videos and transform corporate training videos.

USD 10.6 M Series A Red Ventures, silver Lake, 8Vc

91 square feet is platform offering tech-enabled services for

offline brands. The platform uses advanced ai-driven

technological systems that enable retailers to build new

retail stores and maintain existing ones. It provides interior

& exterior branding, civil works, relevant advertisements &

digital signages, auditing and maintenance, and more.

USD 10 M Series A
Stellaris Venture Partners, Y Combinator, 

Betatron and other angel investors.

Log 9 materials is developer of advanced energy storage

solutions for various industries. Its batteries are used to

power electric vehicles, and electric grid systems. It

develops graphene derivatives to enable advanced energy

storage technologies from electrode materials.

USD 9.65 M Series B Amara Raja Batteries

Awiros is developer of video intelligence operating system

and marketplace. It provides ai-based software solutions for

video and image analytics solutions for offline retailers. Its

video analytics technology converts the videos into data and

transfers this data to servers periodically.

USD 7 M Series A
Inflexor Ventures, Exfinity Venture 

Partners, VedaVC and UHNIs.



Procol is provider of procurement software for business. The

company provides networked procurement software tools

enabling single places for trading, live auctions, analysis of

market rates, intelligent insights, live online procurement,

real-time purchase visibility, and more.

USD 6.4 M Undisclosed

GMO Venture Partners, Alarko Ventures, 

Esas Ventures, FounderBank Capital, and 

Anchorage Capital, Blume Ventures, 

Beenext, Sequoia Surge, and angel 

investors 

Coverself is cloud-based payment management solutions for

healthcare sectors. It enables businesses to customize

platforms in order to prevent and adapt claims and payment

inaccuracies.

USD 4.8 M Seed BEENEXT and 3one4 Capital.

Centricity wealthtech is digital wealth management

platform. The company offers a range of investment

opportunities and value-added services for independent

financial professionals. Features include digital onboarding

& KYC, risk assessment & investment portfolio framework,

portfolio aggregation, analytics, portfolio scanner, and

more.

USD 4 M Pre-seed

Burman family office, Shantanu Agarwal, 

and Arun Jain, founder at Polaris Software 

Labs.

Beco is internet first brand offering eco-friendly home,

kitchen, and personal care products. It offers bamboo-based

products. The product offering includes kitchen towels,

home cleaners, charcoal toothbrushes, garbage bags,

tissues, organic baking papers, etc.

USD 3 M Series A

ukam Capital, Priyavrata Mafatlal, Better 

Capital, Prashant Pittie, Titan capital, 

Bimal Parekh, Sweta Amrish Rau, Arjun 

Purkayastha, Harish Naraynan and Kolte-

Patil Family Ventures



Wingreens farms is internet first brand offering multi-

category grocery products. Its product offerings include dips

& spreads, sauces & mayors, fruit juices, spice mixes,

almond milk, organic honey & natural sugars, organic seed &

nuts, organic cold-pressed oils & ghee, and more.

USD 2.8 M Debt Grand Anicut Fund (GAF) of Anicut Capital.

Bits is online commercial real estate fractional ownership

platform. The platform enables real estate investors to

choose the commercial properties that match their criteria

and buy a fraction of them by initiating the transaction.

Additionally, the company assists the users in managing the

rent collection, property maintenance, and re-leasing.

USD 2.5 M Angel Nirmal Jain

Xim kart is online B2B marketplace offering finished fashion

products. The product catalog includes dresses, tops, pants,

jumpsuits, bodysuits, t-shirts, dungarees, and more for

women and kids. The company also offers cross-border

delivery services.

USD 2.4 M Undisclosed
Multiply Ventures, Better Capital, Citius 

Ventures, and marquee angel investors

Peer robotics is provider of automated robots for warehouse

material handling. It delivers human-centric and adaptable

mobile robots for efficient material movement in

warehousing, manufacturing, and assembly lines. The

solutions offer features for warehouse picking, packaging,

sorting, and visual inspection.

USD 2.3 M Undisclosed
Kalaari Capital. Axilor Ventures, 

Connecticut Innovations and Innopact VC



Moonshine meadery is a craft meadery USD 2 M Pre-Series A
Anthill Capital, Auxano Capital, 

Supermorpheus and Merisis

Purple style labs is online platform connecting fashion

stylists and consumers. Stylists offer personal shopping and

styling services to members. Users can sign up on the

platform to become members and get consultations from

stylists.

USD 1.2 M Undisclosed Klub

Kale logistics is offers a web-based marketplace for the

management of logistics and airport businesses. Its solution

suite covers the areas such as container or cargo tracking,

supply chain management, inventory and yield management,

transportation management systems, customer relationship

management, logistics management systems, and

community collaboration platforms.

USD 1 M Series A
Inflexor Ventures and other existing 

investors.

DASH is digital currency for making payments. It is based on

bitcoin technology and allows users to send, receive, and

make bill payments. Merchants can accept dash tokens as

payments during the purchase of goods and services.

USD 1 M Undisclosed Recur Club



Suprsend is platform offering API for real time

communication. It is a central communication stack for

creating, managing, and delivering notifications to end users

on multiple channels. It enables developers to leverage API

to start and add new channels. It provides actionable

insights to make changes accordingly.

USD 1 M Undisclosed BoldCap

Dubdub.Ai is platform offering software for video content

marketing. The platform offers software that enables sales

and marketing teams to make the video content

multilingual. It leverages machine learning and artificial

intelligence technology. It has clients such as okcredit, rusk

media, kutumb, etc.

USD 1 M Seed 

Ventures and Accel Atoms. Forward Slash 

Capital, Force Ventures, Aprameya 

Radhakrishna, Nishant Mungali, Deepak 

Anchala, Swati Mohan, Gaurav Kapoor, and 

Roshan Abbas

Safeverse is a training, learning and education to equip

people for future jobs in the metaverse and real life.
USD 1 M Pre-Seed

Encrypted Investments, Gains Associates & 

Seedthrift Ventures

Pickmywork is gig employee hiring platform provider. The

platform allows employers to post a job and description and

hire gig workers based on the service requirement and

manage on-ground operations. The platform consists of

candidates with skills such as merchant acquisition, sales

process outsourcing, competitive benchmarking, hiring &

staffing, etc.

USD 1 M Seed 
Soonicorn Ventures, Blume Founders Fund, 

Venture Catalyst, and Mumbai Angels



Finnovate is holistic financial planning and wealth advisory

platform. We are passionate about transforming the way

Indians get personal finance advice.

USD 1 M Pre Series A undisclosed

Navitas solar is India's leading top-tier solar panel

manufacturing company, specializing in producing solar PV

modules, solar kitsetc.

USD 0.87 M Seed Niveshaay

New leaf provides, all in one cold rooms to be used as cold

storage, pre cooler, ripening chamber, and dehydrator.
USD 0.77 M Pre Series A Moskovitz’s firm Good Ventures LLC.

Cusmat is cloud-based LMS platform for multi-industry. It

uses augmented and virtual reality to allow users to register,

evaluate, educate and assess performance, and execute

employees' assignments to enhance performance. It caters

to industries including mining, pharmaceutical, logistics,

warehouses, and construction.

USD 0.6 M Undisclosed Unitus Ventures



Dingg is a mobile app to book appointments and check

current wait time at salons, restaurants, clinics, etc. Users

can browse through registered service providers based on

reviews, ratings, and profiles and book the one that meets

their requirements. Claims to provide reviews from verified

customer visits and direct offers from vendors for loyal and

frequent customers.

USD 0.43 M Undisclosed

Bigsun ventures Samir Srivastav, Ayaz & 

Rahim Kabani, Lalit Keshre, Vishnu Tambi, 

Rohit Gothi, Divej Wadhwa, Anuj Gupta, 

Dhiraj Singh Chauhan,  Prateek Jaiswal, 

Pushkar Raj Tiwari, Milind Torney, Prashant 

Jain and Nitesh Nagdev. 

Neuropicel.AI is provider of product cataloging solution for

online businesses. The company offers ai-driven automated

apparel cataloging for businesses. The company uses a

proprietary deep net algorithm to shoot various apparel on a

mannequin, and generate catalog images with those apparel

worn by models in various poses.

USD 0.35 M Undisclosed Walmart-Owned Flipkart

Medyseva is provider of multiple healthcare services. The

company offers a range of healthcare services for users. It

provides virtual consultation, online medicine delivery,

ambulance booking, home care service, lab test booking,

and much more.

USD 0.18 M Pre Series A
AIC RNTU Bhopal,  Stable and including 

Mohit Gulati, Mandar Joshi

Eveez is provider of electric-two-wheeler rental services for

delivery professionals. The platform enables users to

subscribe to electric two-wheelers for personal commute,

delivery professionals, etc. It offers features like monthly

subscription plans, eco-friendly rides, etc.

Undisclosed Undisclosed Ev2 Ventures 



Tutor-cabin is to provide easy, hassle-free and affordable

access to a wonderful teaching experience to students of all

age

Undisclosed Undisclosed Undisclosed

Nawgati is provider of queue management solutions for fuel

station operators. It allows users to monitor station-level

congestion, analyze footfall, identify chokepoints, and

more. It also provides workhorse - a controller that ingests

multiple CCTVs.

Undisclosed Undisclosed Mapmyindia

Mylang is an online platform which provides eBooks and

audiobooks. It provides books under various categories

including fiction, non-fiction, novel, poems, law books, and

others.

Undisclosed Undisclosed Rainmatter and Supermorpheus.

Ivyclique expertise in content generation with DOODLEBUG

that delivers plagiarism free fresh and relevant content

across multiple languages

Undisclosed Undisclosed Undisclosed
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